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Abstract: In this work the features of the power and business interaction particularly their organizations in
Moscow are considered. The analysis of actions of the Government of Moscow regarding the increase of
efficiency of such interaction and a normative and legal base at the city level is carried out as well. In the article
the authors also mark  out  a  number  of  measures  for  development  of  new  territories  in  the  megalopolis.
"The town-planning policy" for five forthcoming years which contains the priorities of town planning
development is not disregarded too.
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INTRODUCTION sphere of services and tourist industry with modern road

The achievement of development goals as well as industry which releases competitive, science-intensive
successful modernization of the economy and the social and hi-tech products. The main attention is paid to the
sphere assumes the formation of effective mechanisms of development   of   the  power  and  business  partnership.
the interaction between business and the authorities, In particular, the entrepreneurial sector is attracted to the
which are directed to the coordination of all-round efforts, problems of the Moscow legislation improvement for the
taking into account the interests of business and various purpose of maximum satisfaction of investors' needs and
social groups of the society while developing and creation of the conditions of successful development of
carrying     out     the     social    and   economic   policy. private    business     in     the     territory      of    Moscow.
The innovative type of development was formed with The government of Moscow is developing the new
coming to power of S.S. Sobyanin. It requires the creation schemes and mechanisms for the attraction of financial
of the most favorable conditions for an enterprise resources into the investment projects, thus the city
initiative as well as an increase of competitiveness and authorities strive for development of individual
investment appeal of capital entrepreneurship and the approaches in the implementation of every large
expansion of their ability to work in the open global investment project.
markets in the conditions of the rigid competition because The implementation of investment programs of the
business is the main driving force of economic Government  of  Moscow   is   considered   as   the   main
development. Business is always interested in tool of the city development which starts up the
predictability and maximum distant time horizon of its own investment-generating economic mechanism whose
development [1]. subsequent positive effect stimulates the development of

The government of Moscow poses the problem of other economic branches in its turn.
Moscow transformation as the main strategic task. It is to According to the strategic task of the capital
be transformed from the largest industrial center into the transformation into a large center of international tourism
megalopolis of an all-European scale with an advanced and a business center, the  Government  of  Moscow  will

and transport infrastructure and economically effective
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pay more attention to the questions of further The amendments into the Land code came into force
development of the metropolitan hotel complex [2]. Thus on April 1, 2012. According to them the right of unilateral
according to the plans of the Government of Moscow the abrogation of provisions of a lease and investment
construction of new hotels and the reconstruction of old contracts is given to Moscow and St. Petersburg under
ones have to be carried out mainly due to the attraction of the conditions defined in the law [6]. These amendments
financial   resources of  Russian  and  foreign  investors. caused   an    ambiguous   reaction  from  the  investors:
The task of transformation of Moscow into one of the now they cannot feel confident in their projects.
centers of international tourism makes further Everything is also unclear with the Resolution of Plenum
development of road and transport systems in the city of the Supreme Court of Arbitration of the Russian
more important and paramount. The city is in great need Federation of 11.07.2011 ¹ 54 which forms the arbitration
of introduction of the modern automatized system for practice concerning the types of contracts in the
better managing the transport streams which will provide acquisition of real estate under the construction that
effective interaction between individual and public certainly is of great importance for the market.
transport (urban, suburban and interurban) and allow to There is still an open question of providing the
move along the territory of the capital quickly and without guarantees of investors' interests while implementing the
any restrictions. public-private projects in the territory of the megalopolis.

The tasks of the General layout for development of Poorly settled mechanisms of investment recoverability in
Moscow till 2020 regarding the capital transformation from the projects are the main reason for that. In our opinion
a large industrial center into the megalopolis with the the federal law about public-private partnership which is
modern and environmentally friendly industry which will being developed in the Ministry of Economic
be focused on the production of consumer goods and Development will help to solve this problem.
science-intensive products using high technologies, However, the megalopolis authorities significantly
demand radical reconstruction of the capital industrial study the legislative practice at the city level to make it
complex [3]. more attractive for construction investors. So, the Land

The Main Body: The expansions of Moscow as well as inventory of all formal and what is more, unexecuted land
the emergence of new platforms for the implementation of and property relations. The mechanisms of forcing to
construction projects and new opportunities for the register  actually  used  territories  are  being  developed.
developers and investors are impossible without finding The breach of permitted usage of ground areas is marked
a solution to the problems which are connected with the out. The initiative of reduction in the terms of granting the
provision of ground areas for construction projects in ground areas for the construction is also implemented in
these new territories [4]. It should be noted that there the city. It should be noted that this term makes 6 years
were some changes in the town-planning code, which are that is quite enough for conscientious investors to start
directed on the simplification of obtaining a building and carry out the construction according to the
license   and   the  removal  of  administrative  barriers  in specialists of department.
2011-2012 [5]. The most significant ones are the Nowadays the Land Resources Department of
amendments to the Town-planning code adopted in Moscow is working at those directions which cause the
November, 2011 which expand the possibilities of using greatest number of complaints from the direction of
non-state expert examination. The code is also business structures. The first one is a reduction of terms
supplemented with a chapter 6.2 "The exploitation of of the consideration of those state services which are
buildings, constructions" (entered into force on January provided on a free basis under so-called "one window"
1, 2013) which defines the requirements for the operation, conditions. The second one is a reduction of the list of
the duties of a responsible person as well as the reasons documents which the business applicant should bring to
and the order of its temporary suspension and the Land Resources Department of Moscow. The work is
discontinuance and redress of wrong. It is necessary to underway on the transition to electronic interaction not
mention that earlier these questions were not regulated by only with the city structures, but also with the federal
the town-planning legislation at all. authorities.

Resources Department of Moscow actively carries out the
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The following innovation was introduced for The effective and time-proved way to find necessary
simplifying the functioning of business structures and the employees is the fairs of vacancies which regularly take
Department of Land resources in 2011: it was established place with the support of the city Government in the
that the applicant could bring an application regarding the capital. As an innovation the Department of Labor and
provision of the state service with respect to any ground Employment suggested the representatives of the
area to any territorial administration [7]. If there was a construction business to carry out special-purpose
territorial principle (i.e. if a ground area is located in the branch construction fairs of vacancies along with
Western district, it is necessary to hand in an application universal ones. The business elite of a construction
to the territorial administration of the Western district) complex of Moscow proposed the support by the
earlier, now this requirement does not work, it is possible Department of Labor and Employment of guest fairs of
to submit the application where it is more convenient and vacancies in the Russian regions where there is strong
closer for the investor. They are undersigned and sent to necessity for workplaces and the inhabitants are ready to
the destination within one day. consider the offers of employment in Moscow. Within an

It should be noted that the ground areas in Moscow initiative the management of the Department of Labor
are provided on the land auctions only in rent. The Land provided a platform for organizing and carrying out an
code of the Russian Federation allows just two types with interview of a capital employer with a regional competitor
respect to individuals which are property and a lease. by holding a video conference.
However, in Moscow vacant ground areas are provided The authorities of the megalopolis and construction
for the construction only in rent because the city wants to firms organized a number of joint programs concerning
avoid unfinished constructions as well as buying up of youth stimulation to the development of construction
the areas which will be used not for their designated specialties and vocational training in the field of
purpose but as reserve storage of the capitals for construction. The workers who have already had an
subsequent resale. To avoid this situation, the city occupation can improve their qualification in training
authorities of Moscow provide the ground areas in rent. centers of the Department of Labor and Employment of
The term is established by the results of the auction and Moscow with the support of the business structures
makes 6 years as a rule. which function in the construction field. Specific courses

The main objective of the Land Resources including instructional advice on safety measures are
Department of Moscow is the organization of carrying out organized for them.
the land auctions on a system-defined basis in order to Such interaction allowed to eliminate the main
convince the investors in its simplicity and availability as drawback of the capital program "Personnel" which is the
well as in the absence of any problems regarding the main official document, defining the development of a
participation in such auctions. The city is a respectable secondary professional educational system of the capital:
side which fulfills its commitments qualitatively and in absence of defining the relationships between a
time. Besides, the City Land Resources Department of professional educational system and private business.
Moscow repeatedly declared about the necessity of Besides, there are no concrete indicators in the
maximal expansion of the list of the ground areas which is documents: the number of experts and necessary fields for
put up to the land auction. Moscow and the prospects are not mentioned at all.

Business investors and the representatives of a The construction business of Moscow has an
building complex of Moscow also interact with the opportunity to participate in the peopleware of an
Department of Labor and Employment concerning the educational process of profile colleges, their logistical
question of legal attraction of labor into the construction support as well as in the attraction of additional financial
organizations of the capital [7]. The management of the means and the formation of a college development
Department admits the fact that with growth of the strategy within the bounds of the cooperation with the
construction    volumes   in   Moscow   automatically capital authorities.
emerges a   problem  of  a  shortage  of  skilled  workers. Together with the Department of Labor and
The representatives of the Department of Labor and Employment of Moscow the construction business
Employment of Moscow are ready to assist the employers organizations are working at the project of creating a labor
in the search of new employees. reserve which can be used in summer when there is a peak
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load of the construction organizations. According to this the megalopolis. The representatives of the city
project it will be possible to involve the Moscow student administration of Moscow should actively work at
construction group in the construction works on a the offers to investors regarding their insertion in the
temporary basis. The authorities consider the student work at the administrative reform acceleration and
groups as not only an effective way of providing offer the mechanisms concerning the reconstruction
secondary employment, but also as the leisure and development of territories [10].
organization and a possibility of creative self-actualization The authorities are very poorly engaged in the
of the students of Moscow construction institutes of stimulation of investment activity in New Moscow
higher     education,    inculcating    love    for   sports, which is located in the territory of nearly 150
physical culture, civil and patriotic education and thousand hectares. Different laws continue to work
socialization of young citizens [8]. Being a school for a in the capital and Moscow Region. For example, the
future expert, it supplements the theoretical knowledge notification procedure of investment  contracts is
obtained in higher education institutes and contributes to put in force in Moscow  Region,  however  such
the   preparation   of  studying  young  people  for  their order is not implemented in Moscow. The Address
independent entry into the labor market [9]. The benefit investment program which has been accepted
on assessments to the pension fund can become an recently in the capital does not  consider  the
additional incentive of its attraction for the employers. annexed territories as well. They are not also reflected

The realization of a complex of the specified joint in the programs of construction of the subway,
actions of the authorities and business, according to the development of roads and transport. On the contrary
experts, is capable to considerably increase the share of in Europe first of all the transport infrastructure is
highly skilled national workers on the building sites of created   and   only   then   the   construction   starts.
Moscow,  to   increase  the  quality  of  performed  works, In Madrid for example, the authorities first of all bring
to shorten a level of industrial accidents and to reduce the traffic intersections to new territories and connect
number of the migrants attracted to the branch. power supply and then attract investors and

CONCLUSIONS concerning the development of new territories.
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